
Painting The Impressionists: Notes by Nikki Jacquin

Lesson 1: Lily Pond by Monet

Colours: Ultramarine Blue, Cad. Yellow Medium, Cad. Yellow Light,Cerulean Blue, Cad. Red. Light, 
Alizarin Crimson, Payne's Gray

Brushes: #8 synthetic Filbert, # 2 round, # 2 or 4 bright

1-12” x 16” canvas board or stretched canvas

“The Lily Pond” by N.Jacquin after Monet

Step 1: Lay out colours on your palette. I include this picture so you can see how colour mixes were 
derived. Yourmonitor may be calibrated diffwerently than mine so donotbe too worried about matching 
colours exactly. Unless we were painting directly from Monet's original, neither of us have an absolute 
sense of the colours.

Step2: Paint a yellow – green toned ground or underpainting that will show through in different parts of
the painting creating a warm glow. To mix this yellow-green = quater sized blob of Cad. Yellow 
Medium + dot of Ultramarine Blue + 2 dots of Cad. Red Light. Spread this mix allover the canvas with 
your#8 fibert brush in a crosshatching manner picking up water as needed to help it spread. This does 
not need to be perfect.



Step 3: Sky Reflections: Mix  a bluey-gray = Cerulean Blue (Nickle sized blob) + 4 dots Cad. Red. 
Light + 4 dots Alizarin + 1/2 as much Titanium White as the pile of paint you now have. Mix with your
palette Knife. Place as you see in this next photo. You can vary this new colour by picking up a bitmore
white in your brush now and then. Notice that the water reflections are narrower at thetop of the canvas
and wider at the bottom for perspective. You can use the flat of your filbert brush or the tip to vary how 
wide each brush stoke is.

Step 4: Tree Reflections: We will mix 2 colours for this step and then work between the two colours as 
we wish. Ist: Make a Rusty-Orange = Cad. Yellow Medium + Cad. Red Light + Utramarine Blue (4:1 : 
few dots) (This means look at your pile of Yellow. Divide that in your mind by 4. 1 part is the amount 
of Cad Red Light you will add. Then add just a few dots of Ultramarine blue. Now make a Olivy-Green
: Yellow Cad. Medium +Ultramarine Blue (3: 1). Use your #2 or 4 bright brush and place as you see 
these colours in the image below.



Notice you can make your green colour darker by adding more Ultramarine Blue to the Olivy Green 
mix. 

Please do not complete your painting past this point before our next class on Wed., Oct. 11th  at 4 – 6 
pm at the Argyle Park Community Centre next to The Dr. Hanna Public Elementary School. Arriving 
10 min. Early is sufficient time for set up. See you then!

As the portrait commission Christmas season gets busier for my, I may not be able to guarentee the 
creation of these notes. Please ensure you attend all classes you have signed up for. I am unable to issue
refunds and credits on classes you miss as the community centre has been booked and rent is due 
whether you show or not. Consider gifting your lesson to someone else. Just notify me of the change 
please by calling or texting 306-775-0925. Friends and family may now register for future sessions at 
the non-promotional rate at http://www.nikkisportraits.com/Shop-Now.html and click “art instruction”. 
If they do not have art materials I also offer an art kit with everything they will need to complete a 
project!

~ Nikki

Http://www.facebook.com/PaintingTours 
View my live Facebook Video interviews for a chance to WIN oneofmy limited edition reproductions!
Http://www.facebook.com/Nikkis.Portraits.of.Childhood 
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